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Metallica formed in 1981 by drummer Lars Ulrich and rhythm guitarist/singer 

James Hetfield. They would go on to conquer the world and release some of the most 

influential albums of all time. They have said themselves many times that they were just 

kids and had no idea what they were writing was going to be as big as it is. When you 

ask a fan what Metallica's best album is, you will get two answers, Master of Puppets 

and 1991’s self titled release Metallica (known as the black album).  

Metallica dropped Master of Puppets on March 3rd, 1986 on Elektra Records. 

Little did they know it would be a historical album and a game changer. Master of 

Puppets would become the first metal album to go platinum and would sell more than 

six million copies in the United States alone. Master of Puppets is considered by many 

to be the greatest heavy metal album of all time, Rolling Stone Readers Poll voted it as 

the number one heavy metal album of all time. “I just thought, There’s something for 

everyone on this album. It’s got fast parts, slow parts, beautiful parts, and ugly parts.” - 

Kirk Hammett  

Master of Puppets is known as the quintessential metal album and Metallica 

album because of its fusion of different musical sounds. There is classical, thrash metal, 

and heavy metal sounds all over this record. Kirk Hammett’s long time friend and guitar 

tech at the time, John Marshall said “It’s like classical music disguised as metal, with 

punk rock tempos and a jazzy kind of swing.”  The songs have sections that sound like 



they would have been written by Bach and there are sections that are so heavy that 

regular speakers don’t do the sound justice. There are melodic and harmony sections 

all over this album, thanks to bassist Cliff Burton who taught theory to the other 

members.  

Their previous release Ride the Lightning showed what Cliff brought to the table, 

the melodies and harmonies on there are either from him or what he taught James, who 

is just naturally gifted with coming up with harmonies. Cliff Burton was a special player 

as he was like the Jimi Hendrix of bass guitar, he would solo on his bass and make it 

sound like a lead guitar. He used lots of effects like distortion, fuzz, and wah and 

created these alien like sounds from his bass that no one has been able to do since. He 

was just so comfortable in doing it and it looked natural when he did it. Metallica would 

not be as great as they were without Cliff Burton because he made them evolve into the 

songwriters they became, he taught them the things that are prevalent on almost every 

Metallica song post Cliffs death. That melding of classical music from Cliff with the 

heavy riffs created this beautiful sound that became the Metallica sound.  

Master of Puppets has gorgeous album artwork that you can get lost in staring at. 

It’s this beautiful piece of art that draws you in, particularly the orange skyline for me 

personally. James Hetfield’s original concept for the album cover was not so pretty, he 

wanted a marionette puppet laying in a gutter surrounded by used needles. Their 

manager suggested to reconsider and suggested the the crosses like found in 

Normandy American Cemetery in France. So the artwork was born that would be apart 

of the the masterpiece of art that the album Master of Puppets is. 



The album kicks off with a bang from “Battery”, a song that has this pretty 

acoustic intro with all these guitar harmonies layered on top of each other. “The 

“Battery” intro happened pretty much out of boredom. I remember sitting on the couch at 

Carlson, not being able to sleep. Back then, when channels signed off at night, they’d 

play the national anthem, but channel four in the Bay Area played a classical piece 

[Faure’s “Pavane”]. It was such a great melody. I’d grab an acoustic, play along, and 

eventually wound up with a chord progression that got me thinking, What would be the 

ultimate intro?” - James Hetfield 

 It eventually turns into distorted, multi layered guitars with effects before the 

main riff comes crashing in like a train. It shows that they haven’t forgotten their thrash 

metal roots, they’ve merely evolved. The song features a gallopy riff from James 

Hetfield with pounding hard drums from Lars Ulrich. The riff is so crunchy and fast and it 

just gets your blood pumping. If it doesn’t get you hyped, than I don’t know what to say. 

After the first chorus Kirk Hammett rips into a quick crazy solo that matches the intensity 

of the rhythm behind it. Lyrically it was written about their fans, the name came from a 

street in the Bay Area where they use to hang out. It's about being a fan out in the 

crowd headbanging, moshing, doing whatever it is you are doing. 

 After the second chorus there is this breakdown before the solo and the riff 

James is playing under Kirks lead lick is so heavy and cool, your ears are focused on 

Kirks lick above it that you may miss it, but if you concentrate on the riff James is 

playing, you’ll notice it. This leads into the solo and Kirk shreds a fast solo under James 

Rhythm playing. It features use of the wah pedal, hammer ons and pull offs and shows 



what he learned when he got guitar lessons from guitar virtuoso Joe Satriani. It’s a tricky 

solo to play, there’s some parts that are a bit confusing. There’s even a little melody in it 

towards the end of the solo. By the end of the song, in similar fashion to Ride the 

Lightning’s “Fight Fire With Fire”, it features James yelling “Battery” multiple times as 

the song closes out. “Battery” is a hell of a way to open up an album, energetic, fast 

playing that is reminiscent of their older stuff but shows their evolution in playing with 

the acoustic intro and the melody in Kirk's solo. 

The band doesn’t let up with the second track and title track “Master of Puppets” 

as they go straight into it. “Master of Puppets” starts with a couple of power chords and 

Lars hitting the bass drum and cymbal to emphasize the power chords. The guitars play 

this descending phrase that leads into one of the most evil riffs I have ever heard. The 

song is downpicked entirely so it is quite the marathon of a song to play. It features 

aggressive playing from all members and extremely tight playing. The song is played at 

212 BPM, which is extremely fast, especially since its downpicked. 

 Before the vocals kick in and the main riff kicks in, Kirk plays this little lead lick 

after the evil riff and then it goes straight into this chugging sliding riff written by James, 

couple seconds later the vocals come in “End of passion play, crumbling away. I’m your 

source of self destruction...” It grabs you from the start and doesn’t let go. The part that I 

find really hooks you in is the pre-chorus “Come crawling faster, obey your master, your 

life burns faster…” The lyrics were written about drugs and how they control you when 

you are an addict. Extremely dark subject matter for 20 something year olds, heavy 

lyrics and complex writing. Kirk wrote the “come crawling faster” riff and I have to agree 



with him on the pre-chorus pulling you in. “It was the pre-chorus, though, that was 

pulling people in.” - Kirk Hammett. The lyrical subject matter was inspired when James 

saw people literally doing cocaine for breakfast, hence the line “chop your breakfast on 

a mirror.” The middle section kicks off with James yelling “Master!” which slowly 

dissolves and becomes more and more distorted as it fades away. The clean arpeggio 

kicks in and shows the classical music influence, Kirk plays these violin swells over this, 

which is achieved when you place your finger on the fret and raise the volume pots from 

no volume up. Lars and Cliff play these accent notes on key notes in the arpeggio. It 

leads into James and Kirks dual harmonies which has a classical feel and sound to it. 

James plays his solo and after another round of harmonies things start to get real heavy 

again as James cries out to the puppet master. Kirk’s solo comes in and it rips hard. I 

liken it to sounding like a needle being jabbed in and the addict in the song feeling the 

drugs fly into his system. Morbid, but it’s fitting for the subject matter. The song has one 

more verse, pre-chorus, and chorus for you before closing. It sounds a little faster at this 

part and shows that the addict can’t break the cycle. The song closes out to the bands 

laughter and a bunch of backwards notes, oh and if you listen closely you can hear a 

baby giggle, creepy.  

The song is just perfect, it is the song that I would say sums up Metallica, its fast 

and heavy and has a beautiful middle section that shows classical influence and how 

they aren’t a one trick pony. I would argue that it is the quintessential metal song, a 

good introductory song to the genre and band.  



“The Thing That Should Not Be” is the heaviest song on the album in terms of 

sound, it is played in D-standard tuning and has a freaky flanger riff and a real heavy 

chorus riff. Lyrically it follows the control and manipulation theme from “Master of 

Puppets,” except in this song the control and manipulation is from other worldly beings. 

The lyrics are based off of H.P. Lovecraft’s Cthulhu mythos stories.  

This wouldn’t be the first or last time Metallica dabbles with Lovecraft's Cthulhu, 

they had the instrumental “The Call of Ktulu” on Ride the Lightning which features the 

best example of Cliffs bass effects and how he uses them to sound like a monster. The 

song really nails the creepy Lovecraftian vibe and features a weird solo from Kirk that 

fits within the theme. It's not the strongest song on the album, but it is a very good one. 

It sounds really creepy live and it nails the vibe they were going for. Kirk and Cliff were 

huge fans and readers of Lovecraft’s stories so they introduced James to it who loved it 

as well and made the song about it.  

“Welcome Home (Sanitarium)” was the groups second attempt at a power ballad, 

a power ballad is where you have clean guitar and distorted guitar, the verses in this 

case are clean and the chorus is distorted. The song starts out with pinch harmonics 

and the low E being struck. The low E was actually doubled with a piano, if you listen 

closely you can hear it. The main clean riff kicks in and is haunting and creepy, I find 

that with this song its the what Lars doesn’t do with the drums that make it so good. I 

like how he accents the riff with his drums. The first Kirk solo comes in and it has this 

creepiness to it, that fits the theme of the song. There is this beauty to the solo as it is 

very melodic, the first two solos are very melodic in this song. 



The song was based off the book/movie “One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest” and 

I find Kirk's solos fit the insane asylum theme perfectly. They evoke a mental image of 

an asylum. James lyrics while based off the book/movie, lament that in asylums back in 

the day they would drug up the patients, treat them terribly, and keep them locked up 

from the sunlight. It shows how terrible those conditions are. James is really good at 

getting in his own head and pulling this stuff out, perfect example being 1988’s “One.” 

The song follows the lyrical theme that keeps coming up of control and manipulation. 

The song builds onto itself at the end with these growing guitar harmonies that lead into 

Kirk's solo which once again fits the lyrical theme. If you’ve seen the movie “One Flew 

Over the Cuckoo's Nest” then you get the mental image from the song I’m talking about. 

This song showcases Kirk Hammett’s soloing as it shows the melodic side of his solos 

and the crazy shredder side. The solo at the last vocal section being the shred one, it 

has this craziness to it that matches the lyrics. It’s like he knew what it needed to sound 

like, the solos were written before the lyrics too, so it’s incredible how he can hear how it 

should sound. Give the demos a listen if you get the chance, they are incredible as you 

hear how the songs evolved.  

Next up is “Disposable Heroes”, which is a song about front line infantry soldiers 

being cannon fodder. James has sung about soldiers many times and this is just one of 

those songs. Lyrics feature control and manipulation through the military. “Back to the 

front! You will do, what I say, when I say!” He barks the lyrics out with ferocity, while he 

sounds like a kid on the album, the live versions from after his voice matured make him 

more fearsome. It has this gallopy, marching type riff that sounds like soldiers marching 



and the pre-chorus riff by Kirk is a fast ripping riff that shows Kirk’s riff writing 

capabilities that often get overlooked because of James being the primary riff writer. 

The solo is long and winding and follows the rhythm section perfectly in certain parts. 

While “Disposable Heroes” is a good song, I would say it is the weakest on the album, 

simply because the others are just so good, that there was bound to be one that 

wouldn’t be as good as the others.  

“Leper Messiah” is one of my favorites off this masterpiece of an album. It 

showcases control/manipulation through means of televangelists who would advertise 

on TV back in the eighties saying that if you paid them money you would get a better 

seat in heaven. They took advantage of people who were deeply religious and in a way 

brainwashed them into giving them money. Hence the line “Send me money, send me 

green, heaven you will meet. Make a contribution and you’ll get a better seat.” I love the 

lyrics in the song and the twistiness of the riffs. The best part of the song however is 

when it builds in the middle, where Kirk starts playing this lead lick and things start 

picking up. They play this riff that seems it was the proto for “One’s” machine gun 

section. It features double bass from Lars just like in “One” and the the riff is similar, it’s 

just shorter and quicker. James belts out a set of lyrics and we pop into Kirk’s solo 

which features sweep picking, his first time doing that on an album. It has this craziness 

to it and is probably the shortest solo on the album. His solo builds until it ends on a 

bend, where he goes back to the lead lick from before and things build up again one 

more time. James screams “lie!” over and over again, until the riff from the start comes 

back again to close us out. Fun fact, the title “Leper Messiah” came from a David Bowie 



lyric in “Ziggy Stardust”. Another fun fact is if you listen closely at the start you can hear 

a Cliff Burton bass fill that is believed to have been picked up by room mics and was 

never cut out and you can hear lars count the song in.  

“Orion” is Cliff Burton’s magnum opus, his swan song, his masterpiece. It is the 

greatest thing he ever wrote and is one the greatest Metallica songs of all time. Orion 

opens with this organ like noise that is really Cliff playing his bass with a bunch of 

effects on it. “It’s like an organ, almost--just this giant wall of sound with the drums 

fading in. It’s totally classical to me.” - James Hetfield 

 “Orion” is just this beautiful song that shows the mastermind of Cliff Burton and 

what he brought to the table. He had this great riff that comes in around the 4:00 minute 

mark and the whole song was built around that riff. Lars wanted to have the whole band 

jamming and playing around it, so James worked out the harmonies that go over top of 

it and they put it together over months. The first solo you hear is on bass, so when you 

hear that effect soaked deep sound, that’s Cliff’s bass. Before we get to the gorgeous 

middle section, Kirk plays this slow melodic solo that has this melancholiness to it. The 

song slows down and we reach the spacey middle section with Cliff’s bass riff that has 

this waltz property to it. In fact Cliff’s father Ray Burton said “Cliff came home and 

played his mother, Jan, and I “Orion” -- the part with all the dubbing and harmonies, 

which was in three-quarters time. Now, the apartment we lived in wasn’t very good for 

dancing, but I remember standing in Cliff’s bedroom and joking that it would be a great 

tune for Jan and I to waltz to!” It is very classical and something that shows how Cliff 

was influenced by Bach. It makes you close your eyes and listen and be transported 



somewhere else. The harmonic section enters into one of James solo’s on the album 

(the other is in the harmonic section in “Master of Puppets”) it’s one of James best 

solos, he doesn’t solo often, but when he does they are beautiful. Cliff solo’s almost 

immediately after James and plays this bass solo that was based off parts of an unused 

Kirk solo for “Orion”. I find this Cliff solo as a way to showcase what he could do with a 

bass. (Side note, give “(Anesthesia) - Pulling Teeth” a listen, it’s Cliff’s signature bass 

solo and showcases his talents.) Kirk’s solo brings us all the way home, it has this 

happiness to it, if that makes sense. One of the riffs from earlier comes back in to close 

the song out as it fades out. 

It’s the most beautiful song they ever made. It makes me think of Cliff and what a 

loss to the world he was, not just as a fantastic special musician but as a good genuine 

person. No one can solo on a bass like he could, he made it look natural and easy, no 

one can match that.  I was lucky enough to hear this song played at Webster Hall in the 

city on 9/27/16, it was the 30th anniversary of his death, the energy was insane, you 

could feel the sorrow at the loss of Cliff and at the same time, the celebration in his life, 

the crowd chanted his name which was nice, best show I’ve ever been to. Anyways it's 

a damn shame he died so young, he didn’t deserve it, would’ve loved to have heard 

how he would’ve played it live.  

The album closes out with “Damage Inc.” a thrash metal track to close the album 

out with high energy. It opens with Cliff playing this bass piece that has many effects 

and tracks, it utilizes volume swells and the piece was actually based off Bach’s “Come 

Sweet Death”, which shows how much he was influenced by Bach. Cliff had been 



working on this since the Ride the Lightning tour, so he’d been working on this for a few 

years.  

The track features fast riffing, fast drums, and fast vocals. I like to think of this 

song as the person who was the addict in “Master of Puppets”, cutting down the strings 

and freeing themselves from the cycle of control and manipulation. They finally better 

themselves and break free. The song builds to this middle section where they play this 

incredible riff that is one of the coolest riffs they’ve ever come up with. James sings over 

top “We chew and spit you out! We laugh, you scream and shout! All flee, with fear you 

run! You’ll know just where we come from. Damage Incorporated!” Kirk rips into one 

more lightning fast solo that cuts through like a razor. The rhythm section under the solo 

is equally as impressive as it reprises previous riffs and backs Kirk to do as he pleases 

with the solo. The song ends you out on high energy and leaves you wanting more.  

Master of Puppets is one of the greatest albums of all time and I rank it as my #1, 

it is my personal favorite album from anyone. It features some of my favorite songs, my 

personal favorite being “Master of Puppets”. While I am sad that Cliff didn’t get to live to 

continue making music with the band, his spirit lives on through their music, it is the 

main reason they didn’t quit when he died. Cliff Burton died on 9/27/1986 when their 

tour bus crashed, he was killed instantly. Whether you like metal or not, Master of 

Puppets is one of those albums that can pull most people in, if you haven’t heard it, I 

would suggest you sit and listen to it. Master of Puppets is what I call perfection, I love 

every song, some more than others, but there isn’t a single song I dislike, or find to be 

weak and not fitting on the album.  



 

 

From left to right: James Hetfield, Lars Ulrich, Kirk Hammett, Cliff Burton 
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